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• Eliminates shock impact on heel strike  
 and also helps to eliminate foot and  
 lower back fatigue.

• Poron insert - High energy absorption  
 and resilience with good compression  
 recovery.

PORON / EVA CUSHIONED TOP SOCK

The top sock responds to temperature and weight and moulds to the shape of each wearer's foot, thereby providing 
optimum support where it is needed most. It provides dynamic impact compression, which gently rebounds with 
every step.

The EVA is bonded to a highly absorbent 100% wool and treated with an Ultra-Fresh DM-25-WP process. 
This has the advantage of fighting fungal and bacterial infections, minimising conditions such as Athlete’s foot.

The Poron insert is used worldwide for specialised orthopaedic prosthetics and footwear.

Benefits:
• Greater comfort
• Shock absorption
• Reduction in fatigue
• Reduction of aches and pains
• Increased foot health

SPACER

Recommended for people 
with a lower in-step, allowing 
for a more comfortable fit.

  

ENERGISER WOOLLEN TOP SOCK

The Energiser woollen top sock is made from 
highly absorbent 100% wool and treated 
with an Ultra-Fresh DM-25-WP process. This 
has the advantage of fighting fungal and 
bacterial infections, minimising conditions 
such as Athlete’s foot.

Wool

EVA

EVA

Only available 
to purchase

Features on 
selected premium ranges 

Features on selected  
Extremewear and 

Paramilitary ranges 

Standard on our 
entry level ranges

Only available 
to purchase
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GELONAIRTM TOP SOCK

The revolutionary patented design of the new Gelonair™ top sock ensures 
active cushioned comfort for your feet.

The Gelonair™ top sock is moulded from a thermoplastic rubber gel material, 
which incorporates a patented honeycomb design.

The combination of both design and material delivers high cushion energy (144 mJ) 
before and after dynamic compression (such as in walking and running). Due to its 
memory properties, there is only 0.5% compression set and 0.3% compression spread 
(SATRA test). This results in improvement in vascular micro-circulation of the foot due 
to the cushioning return effect.

Bonded to the Gelonair™ top sock is anti-static fabric consisting of polyamide 
with an anti-static silver thread.

Features in the 
Health Sandal




